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Description: This document gives a basic rundown of the UNM2020 vision and
strategic plan as it was formed in 2012 through an "open and inclusive process
engaging more than one thousand stakeholders" (1). The document begins with a
short context of the origin of these visions and goals, before going on to give brief
descriptions of the ten visions as they were formulated in the broad planning
process (3-8). The document ends with the original series of strategic goals that
were formed from the vision, before being updated in the subsequent UNM2020
refreshes.
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UNM2020: A VIEW TO THE HORIZON
During 2012, the UNM community undertook the process of envisioning a desired future
state (2020) to serve as a descriptive mesa in the distance toward which plans and
actions strive. An open and inclusive process engaging more than one thousand
stakeholders in live and virtual sessions produced attributes reflective of UNM in 2020.
These attributes are not an absolute commitment to do one thing or another, but rather
capture what the UNM community seeks in the ideal world, regardless of the feasibility.
The Future picture informs the establishment of goals and near-term Objectives covering
the next 24 months to begin realignment. The Goals and Objectives will give specificity
to commitments and actions taken in pursuit of UNM2020.
The Wordle below depicts the relative weight of words throughout the descriptors and
comments made by participants. The graphic after that summarizes the descriptors that
received the most support by affirmation and comments. The content following the
UNM2020 summary graphic has 3-4 paragraphs that capture the myriad of descriptors and
comments that provide the full picture of our vision of UNM is 2020.
Information on the current status of UNM’s efforts toward achieving its vision, including
progress on the UNM2020 strategic plan and key performance indicators, is available
online at unm2020.unm.edu.
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INSTITUTIONAL CULTURE
UNM in 2020 has a culture that is healthy and seeks continuous improvement through open,
safe and honest dialogue. Faculty and staff are engaged and rate institutional performance
highly on cultural attributes such as trust, integrity, transparency, diversity, mutual respect,
quality, ETHICS and social responsibility. High ratings result from a heightened sense that
cooperation – one mission, many players, one team – is valued greatly given that education
and research are much more interdisciplinary than prior models of higher education.
UNM celebrates academic and athletic traditions with vigor as community diversity is the core
of what makes UNM different. UNM is innovative in everything it does. ‘Walls and silos’ are
almost non-existent in a culture that respects diversity in everything it does. Whether heavily
resourced or constrained, the culture seeks a better way to accomplish objectives.
Expectations and accountability are well understood and reinforced through a performancebased compensation program linked to outcomes.
LEADERSHIP & GOVERNANCE
UNM in 2020 has a progressive governance and leadership dynamic where regents are well
informed advocates for the UNM strategic plan (goals, objectives and strategic priorities), set
policy and monitor university progress through a transparent performance monitoring and
reporting program. The regent/leadership collaborative dynamic has produced a sustainable
university system in service to New Mexico and beyond, one that is highly coordinated,
integrated, non-duplicative and, while programmatically and geographically diverse,
functions as a university without walls.
Regents and the leadership team are inspirational, successful and diverse in every aspect of
their composition from socio-demographic to academic and business expertise. Both have
structured forums that keep communication channels open and bi-directional, and present
mutually beneficial learning opportunities with faculty, staff, students, alumni, and other
stakeholders.
The boundaries between governance and leadership are based on the principles and practices
of high performance academic institutions. The boundaries are respected through the
establishment of clear expectations, priorities and accountabilities. University leadership
recommends goals and objectives to the regents for ultimate adoption and works effectively
with the regents to think through strategy options and resource requirements for achieving
the objectives.
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TEACHING & LEARNING
UNM in 2020 has redesigned educational programs and services reflecting the increasingly
dynamic world through which graduates pursue excellence and achieve success. Core
curricula are respectful of traditional academic arts and sciences while embracing labor
markets that seek competency-based outcomes – students armed with how to think – how to
be creative and flexible – how to be a productive team member – a blend of competencies
that demand lifelong learning opportunities.
Teaching, research and service to the community are valued equally in all UNM recognition
and reward systems. We are superb educators who also discover and innovate. A strong
mentoring program exists – faculty/student, senior faculty/junior faculty, upper
classmen/junior classmen such that bonds exist to keep one another engaged and retain our
talented people.
Students from all walks of life engage through a robust combination of full-time and part-time
programs, formal degrees and concentrations/certificates, and physical and virtual learning
platforms that ‘fit’ into complex, fast moving learner lives. UNM pedagogical and
technological diversity matches the diversity of its students.
DISCOVERY & INNOVATION
UNM in 2020 is a recognized leader in basic and applied research and the translation of that
research into knowledge and applications of value to academic communities and the public.
Annual grants and contracts are approaching $500m as UNM is adept at putting
interdisciplinary teams together and focusing on some of the most important social challenges
of our time. College/school, departmental, institute, center and program walls have
‘softened’ such that faculty, students and other public and private global research partners
can move with speed and flexibility.
Both undergraduate and graduate student research opportunities abound as there are many
academic intersections requiring diverse skills and competencies to query, contemplate,
create and ultimately transfer new knowledge, processes and applications throughout New
Mexico and beyond. That level of engagement extends to the interdisciplinary education
model designed to produce competence-based value in a world and employment opportunities
changing far faster than our curricula.
STUDENTS: THE LOBO EXPERIENCE
UNM in 2020 has created a relationship that extends well before one enters the university
until well after one matriculates – the Lobo Experience. Through extensive networks reaching
down into k-12, across to branches and community colleges, up through the labor markets and
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out through state and global relationships, UNM students – prospective, active and alumni –
have ample opportunity to realize their full potential.
UNM is the national standard and recognized as an innovator in multilingual and multi-cultural
programs that go far beyond ‘segmentation’ initiatives to more inclusive topic, challenge,
skill and competency based sharing that beings diverse perspectives to challenges shared by
all. No other university has the deep diversity learning lab in which to bring students,
faculty, staff and the community together in mutually beneficial ways.
UNM customizes its offering to match individual student desires, expectations and needs. It
recruits and retains the best and brightest New Mexicans as the ‘go-to’ school for specific
degrees and programs. The honors college targets specific outcomes and job placement
opportunities through UNM alumni, strategic partners and other initiatives that are
intrainstitutional. All student support programs, from academic advisement through to career
counseling are built upon best practices contributing to strong student pathways to success.
The physical campus is a safe, integrated, year-round collection of academic, civic, cultural,
professional and social engagement activities with residential and commuter amenities such
as a health and wellness center that contribute to a holistic campus experience. UNM alumni
lead New Mexico and participate actively in lifelong learning initiatives where they take
discounted courses on advanced distance education platforms and learning experiences
beyond the physical classroom.
FACULTY & STAFF
UNM in 2020 has developed a deep level of trust and cooperation across the university
through action – not only discussion. Faculty and staff work in interdisciplinary teams to
enhance an efficient and effective environment where pathways for professional growth and
development are supplemented by leaders and managers that invest in people and programs.
People and time are treated as precious resources such that unnecessary bureaucratic
overhead is minimal and faculty and staff are able to pursue a work-life balance not seen in
many universities all the while maintaining a high level of productivity. UNM truly does more
with less where mutual respect and equitable compensation programs are linked to outcomes.
Professional aspirations of faculty and staff are aligned with UNM priorities in ways that
accelerate performance and reward both creativity and accomplishment.
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HEALTH SCIENCES
UNM in 2020 has a single governance, leadership and organizational structure serving an
integrated academic health center with a shared mission, vision and strategic plan. Through
shared principles and values among colleges, hospitals and practice plans, the academic
health center has a culture that increases diversity in the workforce, trainees and faculty;
promotes interprofessional opportunities; and, provides outreach to the community, including
an emphasis on sites in communities that deliver clinical, research and educational services
and opportunities.
The health sciences are a renowned center of discovery and innovation with strong,
collaborative bridges throughout UNM garnering a rank among the top 50 US academic health
centers in total research funding. Translational science, clinical effectiveness research and
interdisciplinary programs are primary research activities in service to New Mexico and
beyond.
UNM has an integrated health care delivery system with geographically distributed services
and partnerships that make it the premiere health care choice for payors and the general
population. The value provided in terms of quality, cost and access permits the overall
academic health center to remain financially balanced in the primary missions of education,
research, patient care, and community service.
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
UNM in 2020 has strong national and international relationships with other educational
institutions from k-12 through to the other members of the UNM system and beyond to global
relationships. The core of these partnerships rests with the focused ability to cultivate
partnerships among the arts, humanities, sciences, engineering, health sciences, law and
business. Leaders, faculty and staff continuously seek to define new relationships that hold
promise against society’s most complex challenges.
UNM works with visionaries – its own faculty and others to seek answers and solutions to the
most important questions of our time. UNM has forged an economic development engine for
Albuquerque and New Mexico through successful public/private initiatives ranging from the
research labs in New Mexico to corporations and philanthropists interested in accelerating
performance can changing how we transfer our knowledgebase most effectively.
MARKET POSITION & BRAND
UNM in 2020 will have defined New Mexico’s 21st century flagship university such that the
best and brightest of New Mexico and beyond view UNM as a destination university. The
strong range of degree options represents tremendous value to state, national and global
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students seeking an education relevant to the diverse social and economic environment.
Faculty are attracted to UNM, recognized broadly for its ideal blend of teaching and research
infrastructure combined with strong public/private partnerships. This environment presents
them and the students they serve with opportunities that set a national standard for the
definition of a vibrant public academic enterprise.
UNM has invested significantly in marketing itself to prospective students, faculty, and
strategic partners in all media channels but is specifically recognized as a social media
powerhouse.
UNM continues to accelerate globally and act locally – leveraging an increased international
student and faculty presence in ways that contribute to the most pressing global and local
challenges of the time. Through deep connections to emerging and evolving economies, UNM
has focused heavily in Latin America through international consortia with robust exchange
programs. UNM is known as a university of the Americas – an ethnically and culturally-rich
research university.

INFRASTRUCTURE & FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
UNM in 2020 has a balanced investment plan – people and programs, infrastructure and
buildings – all based on clear strategic priorities. Based on the continuous evaluation of
program relevance and rebalancing that has occurred since 2013, the UNM community
understands that it can’t be ‘all things to all people’ such that periodic program divestment
has allowed scarce resources to be reallocated.
The sources and uses of funds, both public and private are well known allowing for the
difficult choices to be principle-based and transparent. Success of the UNM2020 $500m
comprehensive capital campaign contributes greatly to investment flexibility given
constrained state resources. UNM has diversified its revenue base through a successful
private donor/state-matching program for eminent scholars and increased licensing revenue
from a successful technology transfer program.
UNM has a state of the art high-performance and sustainable virtual and physical
infrastructure supporting geographically distributed education pedagogies, technology
platforms and economic models. The infrastructure quality has ensured the integrity of the
education platform from physical and virtual classrooms through to student evaluation
resulting in both high satisfaction and a stellar accreditation record. The new UNM center for
the arts was funded primarily through private sources and serves as an interdisciplinary arts
beacon and economic engine throughout New Mexico and beyond.
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While compliant with state requirements, core support services such as human resources,
information technology and management services, finance, purchasing, research, and
technology transfer are efficient and effective with high staff and faculty satisfaction ratings.
GOALS
As UNM2020 began to take shape, leadership engaged on a parallel track of developing Goals –
the timeless aspirations that express important values on the path to UNM2020 and beyond.
We will never actually ‘achieve’ our Goals. We will however, ensure that our Objectives,
Strategies and Tactics drive actions, campaigns and initiatives consistent with our Goals. The
following Goals have been developed through an interactive process with 150 university
leaders.
OBJECTIVES
Concurrent with drafting the Goals, we began an interactive process of developing specific
Objectives or targets over the next two academic years that if achieved, will produce
accelerated and measured progress toward UNM2020. Again, it must be understood that
UNM2020 is not a set of commitments or constraints but rather a beacon on the horizon. The
hard work we all do is expressed through the Tactics – those daily activities we undertake
consistent with the Objectives. Please note in the Objectives below that target dates,
specific percentage changes and other measurable elements are guideposts along the way to
achieving the Objectives. Each Objective will, over time, change to reflect the work
accomplished and the work yet to be completed. As such, UNM2020 will be a living process
that should subsume all of the strategic activities in the UNM community.
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GOAL: BECOME A DESTINATION UNIVERSITY
The goal speaks to all citizens of New Mexico and beyond. Becoming a destination university
embraces the Market Position and Brand aspects of the view to the horizon articulated in
UNM2020. Positioning UNM to being highly sought out by students, faculty and staff because
of the culture, facilities and programs offered will contribute to a sustainable and diverse
UNM.
OBJECTIVE: FULLY IMPLEMENT AN HONORS COLLEGE BY SPRING 2015
Several aspects of UNM2020 addressed expansion of the Honors College as both a magnet for
recruiting and retaining the best and brightest students throughout New Mexico and beyond
and, a structure through which to develop student competencies on an accelerated path.
OBJECTIVE: DEVELOP A PLAN WHICH IDENTIFIES AMENITIES AND RESOURCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 'COMPELLING CASE TO BE ON CAMPUS' BY FALL 2014
Critical to desire to become a Destination University is the ability to provide facilities that
attract students, faculty and staff to the various residential campuses. The initial capital
improvements considered in the tactical plans totaling an estimated $60m include items such
as a new wellness facility and will themselves be subject to a much deeper due diligence
process.
OBJECTIVE: INCREASE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMING BY 20% BY FALL 2015
Expanding existing global research and education programing is central to positioning UNM as
a resource to the diverse interests of New Mexico, Latin America and beyond.
OBJECTIVE: 75% FACULTY AND STAFF RATE UNM AS 'GREAT PLACE TO BE' BY FALL
2015
Faculty and staff satisfaction and engagement are one means by which to measure whether or
not the balanced quality of life desired in UNM2020 is being achieved. The cultural changes,
structures and processes required to enhance our environment and reputation are important
markers on the path to becoming a destination university.
OBJECTIVE: IMPLEMENT RECOGNITION AND COMPENSATION PROGRAMS LINKED TO
OUTCOMES BY FALL 2015
A key component of the view to the horizon is working to develop programs that link
compensation to outcomes such that participants have an important incentive to change
behavior and increase productivity.
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OBJECTIVE: DEVELOP A PLAN AND THE PROCESSES TO PRIORITIZE CAPITAL
ALLOCATION OPTIONS IN THE 10-YEAR CAPITAL PLAN BY SPRING 2014
In conjunction with the objective to plan the appropriate amenities and resources, developing
a process to prioritize allocation of resources is consistent with the desire for fiscal
transparency. This will also add to the alignment of resources and values, an important part
of the UNM2020 vision.
GOAL: PREPARE LOBOS FOR LIFELONG SUCCESS
A major perspective of the View to the Horizon, the student experience at UNM is critical to
its success. Whether ensuring student success or being committed to lifelong learning, UNM
needs to emphasize the student experience.
OBJECTIVE: CREATE STRUCTURES AND PROCESSES THAT ALLOW FOR STUDENT
DEGREE CUSTOMIZATION BY FALL 2015
Traditional degree programs are beginning to change as students and the markets within
which they seek employment require diverse combinations of competencies. Recognizing
UNM courses as a knowledgebase of options and diverse pedagogies and, developing
counseling and software that will facilitate degree customization is but one way UNM can lead
higher education.
OBJECTIVE: IMPROVE RETENTION RATES TO 80% AND GRADUATION RATES TO 50%
BY FALL 2015
Retention and graduation rates are important measures of institutional progress toward
enhancing the value of a UNM education. Please note that resource requirements are already
being implemented through programs such as Foundations of Excellence.
OBJECTIVE: INCREASE THE NUMBER OF DOCTORATES AWARDED BY 3% IN 2014, AND
6% IN 2015
Increasing the production of advanced degree programs and degrees awarded serves three
primary UNM roles: supporting a vibrant intellectual atmosphere, advancing discovery and
innovation and contributing to economic development.
GOAL: PROMOTE INSTITUTIONAL CITIZENSHIP
The UNM2020 vision expresses a strong desire to improve partnerships with the community
both directly and indirectly through programs that reinforce a culture of social responsibility.
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OBJECTIVE: CREATE AND VALUE OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL MEMBERS OF UNM
(STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, LEADERSHIP) TO SERVE LOCAL, STATE, REGIONAL,
NATIONAL AND GLOBAL COMMUNITIES BY FALL 2014
Participants reinforced a commitment and willingness to extend the institutional culture
through participation in all levels of the communities served by UNM.
OBJECTIVE: TAKE A LEADERSHIP ROLE IN CULTURAL, SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL
REVITALIZATION OF THE COMMUNITY BY SPRING 2014
While participation is important, UNM seeks leadership roles in all institutional citizenship
activities undertaken.

GOAL: ENHANCE HEALTH AND HEALTH EQUITY IN NM
The HSC is an integral part of UNM through the desire to become a national model for public
health and care of diverse populations, as well as being known as the premier Health Care
choice for NM. Given the extraordinary changes in healthcare research and the clinical
environment through healthcare reform, HSC leadership faces challenges very different from
many university entities.
OBJECTIVE: DELIVER AN INTEGRATED HSC ACADEMIC AND SERVICE MODEL BY
SPRING 2014

OBJECTIVE: IMPROVE PUBLIC HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE TO THE POPULATIONS WE
SERVE BY FALL 2014

OBJECTIVE: RECOGNIZED AS THE PREMIER HEALTH CARE CHOICE FOR NM BY SPRING
2015

OBJECTIVE: RECOGNIZED AS TOP INSTITUTION FOR TRANSLATION OF OUR
RESEARCH INTO CLINICAL AND EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE BY FALL 2015
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OBJECTIVE: BUILD THE WORKFORCE OF NM BY PROVIDING A PREMIER AND
INNOVATIVE EDUCATION BY FALL 2015

GOAL: ADVANCE DISCOVERY AND INNOVATION
Expanding the UNM research enterprise in scope and size is central to the desire to be a
recognized national leader in interdisciplinary teaching and research.
OBJECTIVE: CREATE STRUCTURES AND PROCESSES THAT SUPPORT COLLABORATIVE
AND INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP BY FALL 2014
Interdisciplinary research and scholarship has occurred traditionally through self-motivated
faculty interests. The expand and accelerate that productivity requires an assessment and
modification of UNM structures and processes that facilitate such activity.
OBJECTIVE: INCREASE GRANTS AND CONTRACTS FUNDING BY 15% BY FALL 2015
UNM2020 seeks to double the research enterprise over ten years.
OBJECTIVE: INITIATE TWO NATIONALLY PROMINENT RESEARCH PROGRAMS WITH
NEW MEXICO LABS BY FALL 2015
Incremental growth of highly focused research initiatives aligned with lab partners in New
Mexico remains a high priority.
OBJECTIVE: INCREASE THE NUMBER OF MAJOR FACULTY AWARDS BY TWO EACH
YEAR (AS MEASURED BY THE TOP AMERICAN RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES)
Again, incremental growth and development through focused initiatives will build momentum.
GOAL: ENSURE FINANCIAL INTEGRITY AND STRENGTH
A strong financial position and infrastructure comprise the foundation upon which all
Objectives will be realized. Accelerated performance can be achieved through fiscal
transparency and aligning leadership accountability and resources with UNM priorities.
OBJECTIVE: ESTABLISH A $500M BY 2020
Many of the programs and services contemplated in the strategic plan require funding beyond
the capacity of the State and the tuition and research activities of UNM. A strong UNM
Foundation is critical to having supplemental funds for strategic investments.
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OBJECTIVE: IMPLEMENT PROCESS FOR CONTINUOUS EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS
FOR RELEVANCE AND INVESTMENT BY FALL 2014
UNM cannot be all things to all people and must make difficult choices pertaining to programs
in the existing academic portfolio. The process and criteria by which leadership makes those
choices is an important expression of values and culture.
OBJECTIVE: REFORM REVENUE ALLOCATION PROCESSES, ANALYZE EXPENDITURE
EFFICIENCIES, AND STANDARDIZE BUDGET DEVELOPMENT MECHANICS TO ALIGN
RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY BY FALL 2014
Already underway, the Results Oriented Management process will support the desire to better
align resources and values.
GOAL: ADVANCE AND ACCELERATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Elevating economic development to the goal level is a strong statement of the commitment
UNM has to partnering with and enhancing the communities served. Strong public/private
partnerships were identified in multiple aspects of UNM2020.
OBJECTIVE: DEVELOP A CULTURE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION AMONG
STUDENTS AND FACULTY WITH THE AIM OF FOSTERING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN
NM BY SPRING 2015
Leadership recognizes that a candid introspection as to what UNM has and how it is utilized to
foster economic development is an important first step.
OBJECTIVE: LEVERAGE PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS WITH THE AIM OF
PROMOTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BY FALL 2014
Again, UNM cannot ‘go it alone.’ Leveraging relative strengths through partnerships is critical
to achieving this as well as many of the UNM2020 Objectives.
OBJECTIVE: STREAMLINE UNIVERSITY POLICIES TO ENSURE THE GROWTH OF ITS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PORTFOLIO SEGMENTS HAVING HIGH ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT IMPACT BY SPRING 2014
A deep assessment of everything from new faculty orientation through defensive publishing
around intellectual assets with purposeful translation into intellectual property are all
required elements on increasing licensing revenue associated with a stronger research
program.
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